January 16, 2020 – Introduced by Senators NASS and LARSON, cosponsored by Representatives BALLWEG and HEBL. Referred to Committee on Natural Resources and Energy.

AN ACT to amend 299.11 (9); and to create 227.01 (13) (pt) of the statutes; relating to: creating a fee schedule for certain laboratories.

Analysis by the Legislative Reference Bureau

Current law requires the Department of Natural Resources to promulgate by rule a schedule of fees for certified and registered laboratories that perform certain environmental testing.

Under this bill, DNR must promulgate by rule a method for producing an annual schedule of fees for such laboratories. The bill exempts the creation of the annual fees schedules from the rule-making process.

The people of the state of Wisconsin, represented in senate and assembly, do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. 227.01 (13) (pt) of the statutes is created to read:

227.01 (13) (pt) Creates an annual schedule of fees under s. 299.11 (9).

SECTION 2. 299.11 (9) of the statutes is amended to read:
299.11 (9) FEES. The department shall promulgate by rule a graduated method
for producing an annual schedule of fees for certified and registered laboratories
which are designed to recover the costs of administering this section.